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Age Rating
4+
Apps in this category do not contain restricted content.

9+
Apps in this category may contain mild or occasional cartoon, fantasy or real-life violence, as well as occasional or mild adult, sexually suggestive or horrifying content and may not be suitable for children under 9 years of age.

12+
Apps in this category may contain occasional mild indecent language, frequent or intense cartoon or real-life violence, minor or occasional adult or sexually suggestive material, and simulated gambling, and may be for children under 12 years of age.

17+
You must be at least 17 years old to access this App.
Apps in this category may contain frequent and intense offensive language; Frequent and intense cartoon, fantasy or realistic violence: frequent and intense adult, scary and sexually suggestive subjects: as well as sexual content, nudity, tobacco, alcohol and drugs, may not be suitable for children under 17 years of age.
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About PDF to Excel Converter - OCR
The absolutely best way to convert PDF tables into Excel spreadsheets. Easy-to-use app and powerful converting engines with the latest OCR technology. Accurately convert PDF to Excel from anywhere on your device, Google Drive, Dropbox, Gmail, iCloud, Box and OneDrive. 

• No limits on the file size or number of converted files
• Excellent PDF to Excel conversion quality
• Rows and columns are recognized perfectly
• Scanned PDF to Excel conversion
• You can convert Gmail attachments and files from iCloud, Dropbox, Box, and OneDrive directly from our app

There’s even more:

• Industry-leading OCR technology for your scanned files
• No further editing needed
• Fast and easy, won’t drain battery or resources

Don’t waste your time on retyping all stats and data. Extract PDFs, both native and scanned, into Excel spreadsheets and reuse them. Find your PDF document and open it in PDF to Excel app. Once the PDF is imported and you choose to convert it, it is sent to our servers for conversion. The file is downloaded once the conversion is done. Because the conversion is not being performed on your device, the app will not slow down your device or drain its battery. After you get the result, we will delete your documents from our servers.


Show More
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Quoi de neuf dans la dernière version 4.8
Last updated on Jul 30, 2020
Vieilles Versions

• Bug fixes and improvements
• Preparations for big update
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Version History
4.8
Jul 30, 2020

• Bug fixes and improvements
• Preparations for big update

4.7
Jul 1, 2020

• Bug fixes and improvements
• Preparations for big update

4.6
Nov 8, 2018

Thank you for your feedback and helping us to make our app better!

In this update:

• If you rely on iOS reading in-app commands, Options button is readable again
• Adjustments for new, beautiful iPhone XS, XS Max and XR
• You can now cancel paper recognition once started
• Other small bug fixes

4.5
Jun 22, 2018

We are listening to your feedback, and we have prepared a big update for you. So, here's what's new in our beloved converter:

• Scan feature:
- take a photo or import it from gallery
- allow the app to recognize paper on the photo
- if you wish, rotate it and turn it into black & white
- tap Convert and you'll get Excel spreadsheet, a clone of your paper

• Support for beautiful iPhone X

• Haptic feedback on supported devices

• Tone of bug fixes and improvements behind the scenes

• Conversions are once again faster than ever before thx to upgrades of our always cutting-edge servers

• Convert your online files easier than ever

We hope you are going to love this update - we put a lot of love into it!

If you love it, go ahead and give us 5 stars, it means a lot to us. If you experience any problem, or have a suggestion, feel free to contact us at mobile.support@cometdocs.com. We'll be there for you!

(Oh, and - you showed a lot of interest in our apps - so expect more frequent updates and more features soon!)

4.1
Apr 17, 2017

You liked our previous updates - this one you are going to love!

• Beside files from your phone, you can convert your files directly from Gmail, Drive, Dropbox, Box, OneDrive - and now from iCloud too
• You can now rename your converted files
• New Google Sign In supported
• UI that served you well, while staying very familiar, is even better now, stable, polished and optimized
• Bunch of under-the-hood improvements
• Thanks to your feedback, we polished rough edges, and fixed bugs some users were experiencing
• Conversions are improved once again - our servers are upgraded to sci-fi level computational beasts capable of converting complex and scanned files in just a couple of seconds

If you like the app, please let us and others know by leaving a review or 5 stars rate in the App Store.
If you have any questions or feedback, just drop us an email at mobile.support@cometdocs.com and we'll be there for you

3.3
Jun 24, 2016

This update is all about inner beauty - bug fixes and small improvements for better experience.

If you have any question or suggestion, or you encounter any bug, just tap Contact Support within Options.

3.1
May 31, 2016

We are listening to your suggestions, and we are quick to implement them, so here's what's new:

• Google Drive integration (you can convert PDFs, Google documents, spreadsheets, and presentations from your Drive)
• Thanks to you, we discovered that our app was not able to preview and share some problematic files - now it is - go ahead and try it.

Previously:

It's been a looong time. Don't expect a modest update - we prepared powerful and shiny new version for you. Here's what's new:

• You can now link PDF to Excel to your Dropbox, Box and OneDrive accounts and easily convert files from them directly within our app
• You can also convert PDF attachments from your Gmail without even leaving PDF to Excel. They are all legibly listed and easily accessible
• Bored by look & feel of PDF to Excel? Well, here's completely new and improved user interface
• Not that it means a lot to you, but we are to excited not to say it - the app is rewritten from scratch - and it is written in Swift!
• If you turn on push notifications for PDF to Excel you'll benefit from our faster-than-ever converting engines
• Oh, and - did we mention we added 3D Touch Quick Actions?

Enjoy using our app! If you have any questions, just tap Contact support within the app, and we'll be there

3.0
May 9, 2016

It's been a looong time. Don't expect a modest update - we prepared powerful and shiny new version for you. Here's what's new:

• You can now link PDF to Excel to your Dropbox, Box and OneDrive accounts and easily convert files from them directly within our app
• You can also convert PDF attachments from your Gmail without even leaving PDF to Excel. They are all legibly listed and easily accessible
• Bored by look & feel of PDF to Excel? Well, here's completely new and improved user interface
• Not that it means a lot to you, but we are to excited not to say it - the app is rewritten from scratch - and it is written in Swift!
• If you turn on push notifications for PDF to Excel you'll benefit from our faster-than-ever converting engines
• Oh, and - did we mention we added 3D Touch Quick Actions?

Enjoy using our app! If you have any questions, just tap Contact support within the app, and we'll be there

2.4
Oct 29, 2014

- New interface
- Various improvements

2.0
Oct 4, 2014

- iOS 8 compatibility fix
- Bug fixes and improvements
- New in-app help

1.7
Aug 19, 2014
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PDF to Excel Converter - OCR FAQ
Comment télécharger PDF to Excel Converter - OCR s'il n'est pas disponible dans votre pays ?





Cliquez ici pour savoir comment télécharger PDF to Excel Converter - OCR dans un pays ou une région restreints.


Quelle est la configuration minimale requise pour exécuter PDF to Excel Converter - OCR ?





Consultez la liste suivante pour voir les exigences minimales de PDF to Excel Converter - OCR.
iPhone
Nécessite iOS 10.0 ou version ultérieure.

iPad
Nécessite iPadOS 10.0 ou version ultérieure.

iPod touch
Nécessite iOS 10.0 ou version ultérieure.





Quelle langue est-elle prise en charge PDF to Excel Converter - OCR?





PDF to Excel Converter - OCR prend en charge Anglais


Dois-je payer en PDF to Excel Converter - OCR?





PDF to Excel Converter - OCR contient des achats intégrés. Veuillez vérifier le plan tarifaire ci-dessous:
Lifetime of Immediate Conversions
9,99 €

Linked Services Feature
1,99 €

Business Extension
59,99 €
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